
Unit #1

My name is Mario Polanco and my home country is the Dominican Republic. My first language

is Spanish which forced me to learn a new language (English) after I moved to the U.S, before

coming to this country I thought that all of us Spanish speakers talked the same and so it would

be easy to understand each other since we speak the same language but I was far from the

truth. After coming to the U.S I noticed that although the language is the same, our ways of

talking were very different and some words which I believed to be another regular word, others

did not know it even existed. But what surprised me the most was that the way my community

talks is the most different one since we have made up a lot of words which were not known by

others outside my community. Like “klk”, “manin”, “jabladol” and many others but I would like to

talk about the word “klk” because it is the word that we use the most and the one that has the

most meanings behind it which I will talk about as we go on throughout this reading.

“Klk” comes from the phrase “que lo que ahy” used by my community a lot and it makes sense

to us to bring it up in almost every single one of our conversations. This word is most commonly

written as “klk” which is just three letters K, L, K but it can also be written as “Queloque”, “qlq”

again three letters Q, L, Q, and many more but this are the most common ones, as for the

meaning it could mean various things like what’s up“klk”, how are you“klk (with a face

expression)”, what’s up with you“klk con tigo”, what do you want “klk (with a tone)” and much

more, this word can fill in for a lot of other words all depending in the situation, sentence,

physical expression and face expression. The reason why the word is important to us is

because it is something that we have used for a very long time now and although we have no

problem with others using the words, it would be like an insult if someone were to try and make

it their own or try to change the meaning of what I would call “our word”. Something which

people should be aware of while using this word is that, because of all of the different meanings



behind the word it should be used at the right time with the right words in order to get the right

message across and so it does not get misinterpreted.

Since we were the ones who made up or created this word, this word is something which we

believe identifies us, this word is what lets everyone know where we come from as well as our

nationality just by a simple greeting “klk”. This actually happens very often, people would say

“hey you dominican right?” all because of the way we say hi them and it is something which in

some way makes us proud because it shows us that we are not all the same and that just like

other communities we are able to be recognize by such a simple thing like our way of talking

and we are happy to have words which we can identify our community and that tells us apart

from others.

If I had to publish this writing I would not have a specific community in mind, instead I would

want everyone to be able to read it, no matter the community or the language which they speak

because it could explain a lot as of why is it that my community/Dominicans use that word so

often, because people who are new to the word or that hang around with my community they

would sometimes try to make fun of us for constantly using the word without knowing that we

use it because it comes natural to us and it is something which we grew with and so we find it

short and comfortable to use.

This word doesn’t have to be used in a specific time, place or with a specific person, this word is

used whenever it feels right. This is used as a everyday word but mostly used when talking to

someone you don’t happen to have professional relationship with for example, when in a

interview or when giving a presentation although it is not offensive, it is not a very professional

word to use, although you can use it anywhere, anytime and with whomever you want, it is less

commonly used when wanting to be professional. But even if it is not professionally used, When

used with a friend this would show them respect and comfort which makes it a friendly word for



my community although it is misunderstood by other communities because to them is is a very

“ugly word” and according to them it does not sound “friendly”, this is the reason why it is most

commonly used within the communities because it sometimes bring unwanted conflict and it

makes us uncomfortable because we have to change our way of speaking.

Some examples of people using this word in the U.S outside out of our community which stops

us from being able to talk comfortably with words like “klk” and others like “manin”, and “pana”

etc, would be when first meeting a person unlike in the Dominican Republic we are scared that

the person would misunderstand our words and think of us as a impolite community, while within

my community we would be able to use it without any problem.

Unit #2

“Humankind seems to have an enormous capacity for savagery, for brutality, for lack of empathy,

for lack of compassion.” This is a quote from Annie Lennox,  known professionally as Lola

Lennox, is a British singer, songwriter, and model. This is how I feel every time I see police

officers using unjustified abusive force against others. Many lives are taken by officers because

of the usage of brute force. It's like life is something which they have the right to take away or

play with, when the reality is that you only live once and once it’s gone there is nothing which

can make up for it. Unfortunately police brutality keeps taking many lives especially when it

comes to black people or people of color. It is no wonder that Racial bias and police brutality are

connected since this is something which has been going on for many years and it is still alive to

this day.

What is the source of police brutality?What are the reasons for such terrible things? This  Are

questions which I constantly ask myself, although I have yet experience police brutality in a



personal level I have seen it more times that I can count through the news, social media, and

even in person but the worst thing about it is that while all of that is going on it is hard to take

action because even if the right thing is to help the victim you could potentially become a victim

yourself. An example of police brutality that had the biggest impact in society would be the sad

death of George Floyd and the reason for this was according to CNN.com “Chauvin kept his

knee on Floyd’s neck for nearly eight minutes, the statement said, and he continued kneeling on

Floyd’s neck for two minutes and 53 seconds after he became unresponsive.” The policeman

kept using brute force against George Floyd even after going unconscious, this event led people

to believe that it was an act of racism since the victim George Flyod and the policeman was a

white officer.

When taking a step back and really thinking about what police brutality means you can get ideas

like violence, abuse of power and even murder. Some people just brush it off their shoulders in

order to stay out of it and think things like “that’s not my problem” which is wrong, although we

can not help in a big scale on our own, we can make a difference if join in as a community

because believe or not this affects everyone no matter who you are or where you come from,

today could be me but tomorrow this could happen to you because this is out of control. This

reason why this topic is so important to everyone and their communities is because police

brutality affects everyone, not just blacks or hispanic. The police officers believe they can get

away with all of this which makes the situation even worse.

It’s been well proven that there is racial bias in policing and the biggest factor in police brutality

is racism. After researching I found something which proves that racism plays a big part in

police brutality would be “Black men are nearly 2.5 times more likely than white men to die at

the hands of law enforcement.” According to Desmond Ang, an  Assistant Professor at  Harvard

Kennedy School Of Government, black men have a much higher rate of dying by the hands of



police officers than the white men. And this is because “racism” speacially racial discrimination

has been the the source to so many tragedies throughout history and it still keeps affecting us to

this days, this been a reason of police brutality affects a lot of people especially the people of

color, living in fear of not knowing if they can trust in police officers or if they are who they should

be running from. I have already seen this happen multiple times where people of color would

refuse to call the cops because they believe that they run a bigger risk when cops are around as

well as innocent kids/teens and even adults would run out of fear from the cops because they

fear what could happen.

Also According to Desmond Ang, “Roughly 1,000 people are killed by American law

enforcement officers each year. While whites make up the majority of those killed” this may lead

to some people arguing that the amount of white victims that have died in hands of police

officers are higher and so it has nothing to do with racial bias but the point of my argument is

unjustified killing behind this incidents, while the black and hispanics numbers of victims are not

so different compared to white victims, Desmos Ang also stated that the numbers of unarmed in

the black and white victims is about 40 percent, “Nearly half of the people killed by police in

2019 were Black or Hispanic and about 40% were not armed with a gun.” This is one of the

biggest problems that we are facing today.

I myself believe that if this keeps on we will have no one of whom we can count to protect us. A

American rapper and occasional producer from Bronx, New York named Lawrence but better

known by his stage name Krs-one quoted “You were put here to protect us. But who protects us

from you?” This goes to show that we trust officers to protect us and they are the ones we go to

when in need of help but when we fear them we stop thinking of them as our protectors.

Racism in police brutality is not something which can be completely eliminated or stopped.

Sadly we have been trying to stop racism or to be equally treated no matter the color of our skin



or our background but it has yet to completely disappear, although it keeps changing for what I

think is the best I do not believe that things like this can be stopped. Although it close to

impossible to stop police brutality, we can still do the best that we can in order to minimize the

victims/make such a big problem like police brutality smaller and in order to do this we must first

take care of the source of the problem and begin with racism, it is too late to change the present

but we start looking at each other as been the same no matter the way we look and recognizing

that no matter where we can from we can have a lot of things in common as well as differences,

I think that really trying the best we can on teaching the young ones about the problems of

racism and teaching them to do better will help make a better future and maybe one day stop

police brutality even if it is close to impossible. Although I don't believe we can completely stop

it, we can definitely work for a change and make everyone more secure by things like implicit

bias training, new requirements when becoming a police officer, laws which will protect the

victims, and etc, which will take us a long way when dealing with police brutality.

Finally to review everything which I have stated in my paper. Police brutality is a problem with

many roots, which would also includes racism and there is no possible way to get rid of it in a

100 percent but there are ways in which we can work on to minimize this problem so that we

may have a better future in which police brutality becomes so small that people will not have to

talk about it but in order to do that we must first take care of racism this way we can solve the

problem from one of its sources and potentially the biggest one of all.

Unit #3

Second link in my post.



Reflection

When going back and really reading through some of my homework, projects and essays I

come to realize how much I have grown through this whole semester in multiple ways like a

reader, writer and even as a listener which has allowed my english to grow as well. My least

favorite assignment that was done very early in the semester was the one in which I had to write

about myself and talk about things like my readings skills or writers skills which has definitely

developed over the course of the semester, I said things like I am a good writer I am fine or think

that that was my limit and that I wouldn’t get any better but I couldn’t have been father from the

truth. For example,“many things like that is what makes you a writer.And even the way we talk

or the vocabulary we use towards other,”. Also,“in my case the way i talk to a friend is different

to how i talk to someone”. Finally,“who i belie is in any kind of way superior but not like being

better than me but more like my parents and family who i believe to be respected and talk as

them being superior in some way.”, these quotes are from my assignments at the beginning of

the semester and it surprises me how bad my spelling, grammar and punctuations used to be .

A way I would rewrite that same quote now would be something like this“and simple things such

as that is what makes us a true writer, Even the vocabulary and the ways we talk towards others

in some way.”. Then,“The way I talk to my friends is different to the way I talk to others”. And

Finally,“like my parents or an older person whom I must show respect to as consideration.”,

although it is not a very big difference, I am now able to use punctuation more effectively and

with more confident as well as little things like turning my “i” into a “I” just capitalizing my I when

referring to myself improves the performance of my writing a lot because that is proper way to

write it, and just like that my capitalizing kept improving which helps me write much more

professionally and it even makes it look better. I have also learned a lot about genres, there are

a lot of different genres and they all are written and read differently. This means that everyone

has a genre which would work the best for them, one example of this would be how I prefer



manga/comic over an essay because the pictures within a comic keep my imagination flowing

and if I get confused or stuck in some way the images are there to help me understand what is

going on in some way, but just like I prefer comics some people prefer newspapers, videos,

podcast, speeches and many different things but at the end of the day I was able to find the

genre which works the best for me. Finding my genre/my preferred way of reading or learning

will really help me in the long run in both my school life and outside of school, this will make my

learning and reading in general more enjoyable which will also make it easier for me to

concentrate on since I have always been forced to read in one particular way, I have always

hated reading and found reading not helpful in the slightest but wasn’t because I didn’t want to

read but more like I hated reading in such a way but I can now read in my preferred way and it

just has such a impact that I have found myself reading books for fun. Comparing both my unit 1

final essay and my unit 2 final essay there is no doubt in the progress that I have made in a

matter of a few months. For my unit 1 essay I was actually given feedback which I always

appreciate because it is just one way that I am able to improve my essay and but the feedback

which really impacted me/surprised me was one in which I was recommended to delete a whole

paragraph from my paper for multiple reasons which I understood but it still really surprised me

since before the feedback I thought that my essay needed no changes and could be left as is.

As for my unit 2 essay, all I was instructed was to develop some more in my ideas and to fix my

capitalization as I talked about before, and after looking back all this it really impresses me how

much I have Improved and I hope to keep improving even more. I am really happy with my

development over the time and as stated at the beginning of classes my goals are to improve

my skills as a reader and as a writer and I am doing just that, although it is still not perfect it is a

very good motivator to see how much I have grown.


